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Abstract:

women in superhero comics that dominated the medium. Comics for girls and women, however, 
had their own agendas and limitations. With their focus on romance, fashion, and beauty they 

Miss America 
Comics, 
storylines, advice columns, and advertisements went hand-in-hand presenting the female body 
as currency that, when properly managed, allowed girls and women to elevate their social status, 
and provided a path to marital bliss and motherhood, or, in some cases, as their only possibility 
to escape from both. Thus, beyond arguing that comic books were a purveyor of gender-
normative messages for girls and presented normative images of the female body, this article 
also argues that mainstream comics presented their readers occasionally with contradictions, 

accessible to a broader readership and used the medium to educate girls and women about 

culture as a distributer of ideology as well as a space to undermine hegemonic power relations.
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has served the distribution of hegemonic ideology as well as giving marginalized radical ideas an 

by looking at the representation of female bodies in comic books for girls and women, with an 

emphasis on the Miss America Comics

Miss America Comics, Miss Beverly Hills of Hollywood, and similar titles focused on romance, 

glamor, clothing, and beauty, teaching girls how to embody ideal American femininity. The comic 

strips were embedded in advice columns and advertisements, suggesting that femininity is to be 

bought, and is the product of information and hard work rather than biology. Readers were taught 

to strive for impossible body shapes and perfect body postures, and to evaluate their bodies 

critically to understand in what ways they were lacking. Compliance with the represented beauty 

to see their bodies as an investment requiring work and money to resemble the arbitrary and 

historically contingent ideals of femininity that would bring happiness.

But bodies groomed into normative femininity were not only shown to be a path to marital 

bliss and motherhood, comics depicted them also as a possibility for women to escape from 

traditional female roles. Some comic book storylines suggested that women who submitted to the 

norms of ideal femininity would be able to escape lives as housewives and mothers by pursuing 

stayed unmarried in perpetuity, with men courting them, but never making the choice to get married 

undermined the ideals they propagated, suggesting that women could aim higher than running a 

household, and that such a life outside the home might be more desirable. 

the frames showed female bodies in a variety of shapes, challenging the idea of hegemonic 

as lived-in, unruly, desiring rather than being desired, and unpredictable. Comics served here as 

a medium to take back the female body from how it was represented in mainstream pop culture 

by showing it in its diversity and possibilities.  
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Super-History: Comic Book 

Superheroes and American Society The Supergirls: Fashion, Feminism, Fantasy, 

and the History of Comic Book Heroines

Agonizing Love: The Golden Era of Romance Comics From 

Girls to Grrrlz: A History doing the invaluable work 

gendered and ideological content of comic books addressing girls and women. 

readership to identify with the protagonists, the stories were clearly located in the realm of the 

presumably ordinary people, no longer representing the superhuman, but the human body. This 

comic books featuring presumably ordinary heroes suggested that it was feasible and desirable 

to its readers, thus creating a new outlet to spread normative body ideals.  

 With the launch of Superman 

as Supergirl or Catwoman.  None of their accentuated waists, breasts, and hips were necessary to 

commit or prevent crimes. Super heroines, their depiction suggested, were ostentatiously female 

before they were villains or heroes. The super heroine always possessed what was intended to be 

the superhero genre catered to the tastes of a male and adolescent readership, despite the fact 

heroine, followed the traditions of femmes fatales, vamps, and “good girls” borrowed from pulp 
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prominent super-skill. During the war comic books featured a few patriotic female superheroes, 

women heroes allowed fantastical representations of the female body that curbed the potentially 

government from stepping in. Titles that followed the code received a seal of approval, printed 

on the cover page, signaling to parents that the content was free of pornographic depictions. 

The Comics Code regulated a number of issues that were considered to endanger adolescent 

a further decline of the superhero genre, and also effectively ended some of the more feminist 

and lost their independence, being at that time more often than not damsels in distress, to be 

with a new range of characters, women appeared mostly as sidekicks and love interests, having 

their powers securely contained. 

 Before the Comics Code put a temporary end to pornographically inspired depictions of 

powers through a freak accident during an electrical storm, and committed her new powers to the 

Marvel Mystery 
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Comics # 49 Miss America Comics # 

1. While Miss America was inspired by the success of Wonder Woman, the storylines lacked the 

feminist undertones and employed funny and quirky stories that depicted a super heroine with 

Patsy Walker and the Ideal Female Body

Miss America was quickly outshined by another comic series that featured the un-super 

character of teenager Patsy Walker, debuting in the second issue of Miss America Comics, who 

became the signature character of the title. 

Patsy Walker was the female answer to the successful Archie comic series, which followed 

the everyday adventures of Archibald “Chick” Andrews and his romantic interests Betty and 

Pep Comics by MLJ Magazines and gained a steady following 

during the war, telling tales of normalcy and providing comic relief, even after the originators of 

had to overcome a plethora of social embarrassments and everyday hurdles, often to emerge 

victorious from their ordeals saved by their own wits or the kindness of strangers. 

With the decline of interest in superheroes, Miss America was banished to the back pages 

of Miss America Comics

Miss America Comics

career advice Miss America Comics provided its readers. Early representations in comic strips 

of women working during the war, were replaced by depictions of grown women as housewives 

and mothers, accompanying the changing gender ideals in post-war America, when women were 
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equipped with the right body and poise.  

The early covers of Miss America Comics featured staged photographs of teen couples 

hood, indifferent or emotionally klutzy boys, girl rivalry usually sparked by interest for the same 

the stories made abundantly clear, depended on good looks. The teenage girls are drawn with 

Miss America Comics, 

as a character deformity viewers were invited to despise and laugh about. As Patsy summarizes, 

the ethical frame Miss America Comics created. 

to take her out to an event she hopes to attend, she convinces herself that her weight must be 

stories that framed the comic strips in Miss America Comics were as unforgiving as the comics 
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Miss America Comics regularly featured diet advice to its teen audience, 

her adventures at school, centering on the character of the new girl in class, “Four-Eyes.” Not 

enough that “Four-Eyes” is wearing glasses “but everything that seems wrong with a girl is wrong 

depicted as wrong or cruel behavior. The un-pressed dresses, stringy hair, and abundant body 

treatment she receives within the logic of the letter writer. “Four-Eyes” is fortunate to get a break 

needs to be taken to the hospital where she is diagnosed with malnutrition that is so severe that 

her upset parents worry about long-term damage. The doctors decide to put Lizbeth on a diet 

that does not threaten her health, but support her in further losing weight. Despite its implicit 

her efforts. Lizbeth emerges as a swan, goes to the dance and dances with the most coveted 

his daughter as she was, but his opinion is overruled by the overwhelming appreciation Lizbeth 
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 Women, stories such as “A Relative Matter” and “Dear Betty Ann” suggested, can measure 

mere sidekicks and plot prompters for the ambition-driven, determined, and competing women 

in these stories, prizes the girls compete for but who are not allowed to have a will of their own. 

manliness that is clueless, klutzy, and in need of female guidance. The girls, however, utilize 

the boys to gain access to privileges they are not granted, for instance, owning and driving cars, 

his daughter, fathers in Miss America Comics appear mostly as stand-in romantic interests. When 

every great man, 

there is a woman

she believes 

devote 

one advice columnist recommends, their brothers, even their younger ones, as they as men, 

of brothers are assigned similar powers over girls, but since they are also potential “life savers,” 
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attention to how cute she is. But she is likely to pop up with a bowl of popcorn or a plate of fudge. 

they utilize the men in their lives to access the privilege they do not have. As with driving, where 

girls having no access to cars utilize their boyfriends as chauffeurs, brothers, too, are described 

their brothers, and therewith access what they are barred from. 

“Lose Ugly Fat!”

Miss America Comics

men can be most effectively manipulated into doing anything one of the female protagonists 

compete for romantic success in the Miss America Comics 

teenage protagonists and their rivals, are only distinguished by hair color and styles; their bodies 

 The advice columns and abundant advertisements that framed the stories directly 

Corner,” name for its advice columns consistently reminded readers that 

 Another article suggests that domestic labor, such as cleaning and doing the laundry, is 

Miss America Comics that claimed 
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Advertisements fed off the normative messages in the comic strips and advice columns 

Ads, such as one for the “spot reducer,” a massage cream that promised to melt fat at all the 

Pounds a week.” The chewing gum in question was supposed to help readers to reduce “to a 

 The “Bulge Master,” a 

Most striking perhaps, are the many advertisements that utilize comic strips to sell their 

product. While shorter and framed in marketing language they are not always easy to distinguish 

fat 

 

speaking badly about her body and decides to work out to change her shape. These ads echo the 

storylines of “Dear Betty Ann,” or the messages of “Oh! Brother!” But unlike the editorial sections 

of the magazine, the ads promise that any dating problems a teenage girl may encounter are 

easily resolved with the right product. 

weight, but by adding curves to her slender body. While a small waist was crucial for female 

beauty, so were full breasts and hips. Supplements, creams, and devices therefore commonly 

promised to reduce fat at some places of the body and adding it to others. The ad for NUMAL 

nor glamorous. Remember, the girls with the glamorous curves get the 
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While girls in the Miss America Comics 

mothers, fathers, coaches, and teachers are occasionally drawn with round bodies, insinuating that 

 

an ethnic other in the Miss America Comics they, too, are drawn with bodies not complying with 

sidekicks, marking who is worthy of attention. 

reached a zen-like state in life. Mothers perpetually clean their homes; men are shown reading 

heteronormative order and clear division of labor. The teen protagonists train for the roles they 

their fathers. Domestic space is clearly gendered as a space of labor for girls and women, and a 

space of recreation for boys and men.  

Miss America Comics protagonists, lives 

the life of a successful movie star. She lives in her own home and instead of a boyfriend she is 

ideal femininity. The teen comics suggest that motherhood and marriage are what girls should 

her repeatedly to marry, she perpetually postpones, since marriage would end her career. By 

of marriage and motherhood. 

gender-conservative universe of the Miss America Comics 

is not centered around her work, or the money she makes, but rather on the fantasy of being loved 

by the masses and being adored and envied for her good looks. Like in the teen comic storylines, 
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it is her body groomed into hegemonic femininity that brings her success. Miss America Comics 

behaviors.  

Tessie the Typist 

before the war were held by men, and now abandoned as men were drafted and sent overseas 

Nellie the Nurse and Millie the Model. But it was 

only Millie who became a success. After the war, popular culture aided the social push for women 

the occasional escapist fantasy of more glamorous lifestyles movie stars were thought to engage 

desire for more independent and adventurous lifestyles without overtly challenging the status 

Young Romance, Young Love, 

Young Brides, and In Love

other glamor girl comics, such as Miss Beverly Hills of Hollywood 

aspiring actress Beverly and her boyfriend Will Shire, often guest-starring real-life celebrities such 

body ideals. Miss Beverly Hills

beauty. Essays on and interviews with celebrities made visible that beautiful bodies required 

on how they maintained it. Miss Beverly Hills 

rather than an entity determined by biology. 

bodies. While in Miss America Comics 

Miss Beverly Hills 
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forgiving than in Miss America Comics

on You,” readers are provided with beauty tips, too. But instead of proposing diets, the authors 

suggested that readers work with their body shapes rather than trying to alter them. Much advice 

. The glamorous body became here an illusion that can 

comics had established by this point, but also the middle-class values they traditionally 

underground newspapers such as 

such as  or the iconic Abortion Eve tried to educate women on 

The comic book style was a way to reach young women and to counterbalance the images of 

title is rarely found in histories of comic books, perhaps because of its limited reach, or because 
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The challenge to the gender binary is a recurring theme in 

the comic strip “Mr. Right” shows a man and woman meeting at a bar and going home together. 

Provocative cover pages were one of the signature moves of , published by 

small independent presses and mostly sold in feminist bookstores. The second issue showed a 

had not only a feminist agenda, it also intended to counteract the misogynist 

“The Menses is the Message!” deals with the female body in ways unseen before in comic strips, 

Despite its political and anti-pornographic agenda, 

bookstore for alternative literature in Laguna Beach that carried , were arrested for 

worked together on Abortion Eve,

different walks of life, have very different stories. But they also have something in common. As the 

introduction under the title “Are Some People More 
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The comic book presents this in the character of Mary Multipary, the counselor at the clinic 

procedure, legal implications, and forms of birth control. When Farmer and Chevely created 

medicine, and feminist thought. Besides presenting a decidedly feminist perspective, 

challenged male authority over the female body in other ways. Male gynecologists, for instance, 

constantly ventured into the many taboos mainstream culture had built around 

stories as leaking, unpredictable, and driven by desire. 

While attempting to avoid the normative depiction of female bodies, suffered 

Some of this was amended in later issues, but other feminist cartoon artists started new titles to 

Dykes to 

Watch out for followed a group of women mostly lesbians, including a Muslim, a transgendered 

Dykes to Watch out for 

would have failed the test shows that women comics such as 

women in comic strips were represented. 

Conclusion

were implied to be normal. 
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conservative ideas of femininity that became popular after the war. Young female bodies followed 

contemporary beauty ideals and showed practically no diversity. Comic strips, advice columns 

and advertisements created the impression that only girls following hegemonic ideas of femininity 

choice to achieve what she wanted. To be successful, she needed to embody the beauty ideals 

presented to her. 

contradictions. While the teen comics showed motherhood and marriage as the goals girls 

aspired to, glamor comics suggested that a girl could aim higher. But again, such achievement 

acknowledged the work and production process behind a body that conformed to beauty ideals, 

presented the female body in different, and sometimes contradictory ways. From the classis trope 

forms of the female body in comics emphasizes how popular culture is a market place of ideas 

that, like the body itself, is impossible to contain. 
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